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FOREWORD 

 

 

The universality of any philosophical belief is a sign that there must inhere in 

it some truth. Reïncarnation is very generally, and not without good reason, 

regarded as an Eastern doctrine; and it comes as somewhat of a surprise to the 

majority of the Jews, as also of the Christians, to hear that the doctrine of 

Reïncarnation was an accepted belief of their forefathers. It was only after 500 

A.D. that the tenet fell into obscuration, finally to be forgotten. In the three 

articles reprinted in this pamphlet Mr. Judge shows this. The first of the three 

appeared in The Path of February 1894; the second in the same journal of 

December 1892, and the third in May 1894, also in The Path. 

To our Jewish and Christian brethren this pamphlet will be an aid in the 

comprehension of their own religious philosophies, and one of the reasons for 

its publication is to be found in the extract with which it opens. This extract is 

taken from Lucifer, Vol. IV, p. 90. of H. P. Blavatsky. To such of these brethren 

as are in India, temporarily or permanently, the whole pamphlet should be a 

further help to enable them to appreciate the view-point of the large number of 

their Indian fellow citizens who instinctively believe in Reïncarnation. 

The philosophy of soul-growth through many lives energizes the thoughtful 

in a very practical way to face the struggle of existence. The Jewish Teachers, 

as their Peers everywhere, taught the doctrine, including Jesus, about whom      

H. P. Blavatsky once wrote (Lucifer IV, p. 12.) thus: 

Jesus, the Adept we believe in, taught our Eastern doctrines, KARMA and 

REINCARNATION foremost of all. When the so-called Christians will have learnt 

to read the New Testament between the lines, their eyes will be opened and—

they will see. 

 

 

———— 

  



 

Christians and Reincarnation 

 
HE Christians having been born and bred believers in the Bible and 

supernatural “miracles” on authority, or “thirty-seventh hand evidence,” to 

use a popular proverb, are often forced to yield in the face of the first-hand 

testimony of their own reason and senses; and then they are amenable to reason 

and conviction. They had formed a priori opinions and got crystallized in them 

as a fly in a piece of amber. But that amber has cracked, and, as one of the signs 

of the times, they have bethought themselves of a somewhat tardy still sincere 

search, to either justify their early opinions, or else part company with them for 

good. Having found out that their religion—like that of the great majority of 

their fellow men—had been founded on Human not divine respect, they come 

to us as they would to surgical operators, believing that Theosophists can 

remove all the old cobwebs from their bewildered brains. Sometimes it does so 

happen; once made to see the fallacy of first accepting and identifying 

themselves with any form of belief, and then only seeking, years later, for 

reasons to justify it, they very naturally try to avoid falling again into the same 

mistake. They had once to content themselves with such interpretations of their 

time-honoured dogmas as the fallacy and often the absurdity of the latter would 

afford; but now, they seek to learn and understand before they believe. 

This is the right and purely Theosophical state of mind, and is quite consistent 

with the precept of Lord Buddha, who taught never to believe merely on 

authority but to test the latter by means of our personal reason and highest 

intuition. It is only such seekers after the eternal truth who can profit by the 

lessons of old Eastern Wisdom. 

It is our duty, therefore, to help them to defend their new ideals by furnishing 

them with the most adequate and far-reaching weapons. For they will have to 

encounter, not only Materialists and Spiritualists, but also to break a lance with 

their ex-coreligionists. These will bring to bear on 
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them the whole of their arsenal, composed of the pop-guns of biblical casuistry 

and interpretations based on the dead-letter texts and the disingenuous 

translation of pseudo revelation. They have to be prepared. They will be told, 

for instance, that there is not a word in the Bible which would warrant belief in 

reïncarnation, or life, more than once, on this earth. Biologists and physiologists 

will laugh at such a theory, and assure them that it is opposed by the fact that no 

man has a glimpse of recollection of any past life. Shallow metaphysicians, and 

supporters of the easy-gong Church ethics of this age, will gravely maintain the 

injustice there would be in a posterior punishment, in the present life, for deeds 

committed in a previous existence of which we know nothing. All such 

objections are disposed of and shown fallacious to anyone who studies seriously 

the esoteric sciences. 

 

 

 

 

 
———



 

 

Reincarnation in Judaism and the Bible 

 
HE lost chord of Christianity is the doctrine of Reïncarnation. It was beyond 

doubt taught in the early days of the cult, for it was well known to the Jews 

who produced the men who founded Christianity. The greatest of all the Fathers 

of the Church—Origen—no doubt believed in the doctrine. He taught 

preëxistence and the wandering of the soul. This could hardly have been 

believed without also giving currency to reïncarnation, as the soul could 

scarcely wander in any place save the earth. She was an exile from Paradise, 

and for sin committed had to revolve and wander. Wander where? would be the 

next question. Certainly away from Paradise, and the short span of human life 

would not meet the requirements of the case. But a series of reïncarnations will 

meet all the problems of life as well as the necessities of the doctrines of exile, 

of wanderings for purification, of being known to God and being judged by him 

before birth, and of other dogmas given out among the Jews and of course well 

known to Jesus and whoever of the seventy odd disciples were not in the deepest 

ignorance. Some of the disciples were presumably ignorant men, such as the 

fishermen, who had depended on their elders for instruction, but not all were of 

that sort, as the wonderful works of the period were sufficiently exciting to come 

to the ears of even Herod. Paul cannot be accused of ignorance, but was with 

Peter and James one of several who not only knew the new ideas but were well 

versed in the old ones. And those old ones are to be found in the Old Testament 

and in the Commentaries, in the Zohar, the Talmud, and the other works and 

sayings of the Jews, all of which built up a body of dogmas accepted by the 

people and the Rabbis. Hence sayings of Jesus, of Paul, and others have to be 

viewed with the well-known and never-disputed doctrines of the day held down 

to the present time, borne well in mind so as to make passages clear and show 

what was tacitly accepted. Jesus himself 
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said that he intended to uphold and buttress the law, and that law was not only 

the matter found in the book the Christian theologians saw fit to accept, but also 

in the other authorities of which all except the grossly unlearned were cognizant. 

So when we find Herod listening to assertions that John and Jesus was this, that 

or the other prophet or great man of olden time, we know that he was with the 

people speculating on the doctrine of reïncarnation or “coming back,” and as to 

who a present famous person may have been in a former life. Given as it is in 

the gospels as a mere incident, it is very plain that the matter was court gossip 

in which long philosophical arguments were not indulged in, but the doctrine 

was accepted and then personal facts gone into for amusement as well as for 

warning to the king. To an Eastern potentate such a warning would be of 

moment, as he, unlike a Western man, would think that a returning great 

personage would of necessity have not only knowledge but also power, and that 

if the people had their minds attracted to a new aspirant for the leadership they 

would be inflamed beyond control with the idea that an old prophet or former 

king had come back to dwell in another body with them. The Christians have 

no right, then, to excise the doctrine of reïncarnation from their system if it was 

known to Jesus, if it was brought to his attention and was not condemned at all 

but tacitly accepted, and further, finally, if in any single case it was declared by 

Jesus as true in respect to any person. And that all this was the case, can, I think, 

be clearly shown. 

First for the Jews from whom Jesus was born, and to whom he said 

unequivocally he came as a missionary or reformer. The Zohar is a work of great 

weight and authority among the Jews. In II, 199 b, it says that “all souls are 

subject to revolutions”. This is metempsychosis or a’leen b’gilgoola; but it 

declares that “men do not know the way they have been judged in all time”. 

That is, in their “revolutions” they lose a complete memory of the acts that have 

led to judgment. This is precisely the Theosophical doctrine. The Kether 

Malkuth says, “If she, the soul, be pure, then she shall obtain favour . . . . but if 

she hath been defiled, then she shall wander for a time in pain  
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and despair . . . . until the days of her purification”. If the soul be pure and if she 

comes at once from God at birth, how could she be defiled? And where is she 

to wander if not on this or some other world until the days of her purification? 

The Rabbis always explained it as meaning she wandered down from Paradise 

through many revolutions or births until purity was regained. 

Under the name of “Din Gilgol Neshomes” the doctrine of reïncarnation is 

constantly spoken of in the Talmud. The term means “the judgment of the 

revolutions of the souls”. And Rabbi Manassa, son of Israel, one of the most 

revered, says in his book Nishmath Hayem: “The belief or the doctrine of the 

transmigration of souls is a firm and infallible dogma accepted by the whole 

assemblage of our church with one accord, so that there is none to be found who 

would dare to deny it. . . . Indeed, there is a great number of sages in Israel who 

hold firm to this doctrine so that they made it a dogma, a fundamental point of 

our religion. We are therefore in duty bound to obey and to accept this dogma 

with acclamation . . . . as the truth of it has been incontestably demonstrated by 

the Zohar, and all books of the Kabalists.” 

These demonstrations hold, as do the traditions of the old Jews, that the soul 

of Adam reïncarnated in David, and that on account of the sin of David against 

Uriah it will have to come again in the expected Messiah. And out of the three 

letters ADM, being the name of the first man, the Talmudists always made the 

names Adam, David and Messiah. Hence this in the Old Testament: “And they 

will serve Jhvh their God and David their king whom I shall reäwaken for 

them.” That is, David reïncarnates again for the people. Taking the judgment of 

God on Adam “for dust thou art and unto dust thou shalt return,” the Hebrew 

interpreters said that since Adam had sinned it was necessary for him to 

reïncarnate on earth in order to make good the evil committed in his first 

existence; so he comes as David, and later is to come as Messiah. The same 

doctrine was always applied by the Jews to Moses, Seth and Abel, the latter 

spelt Habel. Habel was killed by Cain, and then to sup-  
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ply the loss the Lord gave Seth to Adam; he died, and later on Moses is his 

reïncarnation as the guide of the people, and Seth was said by Adam to be the 

reïncarnation of Habel. Cain died and reïncarnated as Yethrokorah, who died, 

the soul waiting till the time when Habel came back as Moses, and then 

incarnated as the Egyptian who was killed by Moses; so in this case Habel 

comes back as Moses, meets Cain in the person of the Egyptian, and kills the 

latter. Similarly it was held that Bileam, Laban, and Nabal were reïncarnations 

of the one soul or individuality. And of Job it was said that he was the same 

person once known as Thara, the father of Abraham; by which they explained 

the verse of Job (ix, 21), “Though I were perfect, yet would I not know my own 

soul,” to mean that he would not recognize himself as Thara. 

All this is to be had in mind in reading Jeremiah, “Before I formed thee in the 

belly I knew thee ; and before thou earnest out of the womb I sanctified thee”; 

or in Romans ix,. v. 11,13, after telling that Jacob and Esau being not yet born, 

“Jacob have I loved and Esau have I hated”; or the ideas of the people that “Elias 

was yet to first come”; or that some of the prophets were there in Jesus or John; 

or when Jesus asked the disciples “Whom do men think that I am?” There cannot 

be the slightest doubt, then, that among the Jews for ages and down to the time 

of Jesus the ideas above outlined prevailed universally. Let us now come to the 

New Testament. 

St. Matthew relates in the eleventh chapter the talk of Jesus on the subject of 

John, who is declared by him to be the greatest of all, ending in the 14th verse, 

thus: 

And if ye will receive it, this is Elias which was for to come.” 

Here he took the doctrine for granted, and the “if ” referred not to any possible 

doubts on that but simply as tо whether they would accept his designation of 

John as Elias. In the 17th chapter he once more takes up the subject thus: 

“10. And his disciples asked him saying, Why, then, say the scribes that Elias 

must first come? And Jesus answered
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and said unto them; Elias truly shall first come and restore all things. But I say 

unto you that Elias is соme already, and they knew him not but have done to 

him whatsoever they listed. Likewise shall also the Son of Man suffer of them. 

Then the disciples understood that he spake unto them of John the Baptist.” 

The statement is repeated in Mark, chapter ix, v. 13, omitting the name of 

John. It is nowhere denied. It is not among any of the cases in which the different 

Gospels contradict each other; it is in no way doubtful. It is not only a reference 

to the doctrine of reïncarnation, but is also a clear enunciation of it. It goes much 

further than the case of the man who was born blind, when Jesus heard the 

doctrine referred to but did not deny it nor condemn it in any way, merely saying 

that the cause in that case was not for sin formerly committed, but for some 

extraordinary purpose, such as the case of the supposed dead man when he said 

that the man was not dead but was to be used to show his power over disease. 

In the latter one he perceived there was one so far gone to death that no ordinary 

person could cure him, and in the blind man’s case the incident was like it. If he 

thought the doctrine pernicious, as it must be if untrue, he would have 

condemned it at the first coming up, but not only did he fail to do so, he distinctly 

himself brought it up in the case of John, and again when asking what were the 

popular notions as to himself under the prevailing doctrines as above shown. 

Matthew xvi, v. 13, will do as an example, as the different writers do not 

disagree, thus: 

“When Jesus came into the coasts of Cesarea Phillipi he asked his disciples, 

Who do men say that I am? And they said, Some say that thou art John the 

Baptist, some Elias, and others Jeremias or one of the prophets.” 

This was a deliberate bringing up of the old doctrine, to which the disciples 

replied as all Jews would, without any dispute of the matter of reïncarnation; 

and the reply of Jesus was not a confutation of the notion, but a distinguishing 

of himself from the common lot of sages and prophets bу showing himself to be 

an incarnation of God and not a 
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reïncarnation of any saint or sage. He did not bring it up lo dispute and condemn 

as he would and did do in other matters; but to the very contrary he evidently 

referred to it so as to use it for showing himself as an incarnate God. And 

following his example the disciples never disputed on that; they were all aware 

of it; St. Paul must have held it when speaking of Esau and Jacob; St. John could 

have meant nothing but that in Revelations, chap. iii. v. 12. 

“Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he 

shall go no more out.” 

Evidently he had gone out before or the words “no more” could have no place 

or meaning. It was the old idea of the exile of the soul and the need for it to be 

purified by long wandering before it could be admitted as a “pillar in the temple 

of God”. And until the ignorant ambitious monks after the death of Origen had 

gotten hold of Christianity, the doctrine must have ennobled the new movement. 

Later the council of Constantinople condemned all such notions directly in the 

face of the very words of Jesus, so that at last it ceased to vibrate as one of the 

chords, until finally the prophecy of Jesus that he came to bring a sword and 

division and not peace was fulfilled by the warring nations of Christian lands 

who profess him in words but by their acts constantly deny him whom they call 

“the meek and lowly”. 

 

 

 

 

———



 

 

Reincarnation in the Bible 

 
N exhaustive paper on this subject is not contemplated in this article, but 

even a sketch will show that the Christian Bible has in it the doctrine of 

Reïncarnation. Of course those who adhere only to what the Church now teaches 

on the subject of man, his nature and destiny, will not quickly accept any 

construction outside of the theological one, but there are many who, while not 

in the church, still cling to the old book from which they were taught. 

In the first place, it must be remembered that the writers of the biblical books 

were Jews with few exceptions, and that the founder of Christianity—Jesus—

was himself a Jew. An examination of his own sayings shows that he thought 

his mission was to the Jews only and not to the Gentiles. He said, “I am not sent 

but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel.” This clearly referred to the Jews 

and as clearly excluded the Gentiles. And on one occasion he refused for some 

time to do anything for a Gentile woman until her importunity at last compelled 

him to act: and then too he referred to his mission to the Jews. So in looking 

into these things we must also look at what were the beliefs of the day. The Jews 

then most undoubtedly believed in reïncarnation. It was a commonly accepted 

doctrine as it is now in Hindustan, and Jesus must have been acquainted with it. 

This we must believe on two grounds: first, that he is claimed by the Christian 

to be the Son of God and full of all knowledge; and second, that he had received 

an education which permitted him to dispute with the doctors of divinity. The 

theory of reïncarnation was very old at the time, and the old testament books 

show this to be so. 

“Proverbs” gives the doctrine where Solomon says he was with the Creator 

from the beginning and that then his (Solomon’s) delights were with the sons of 

men and in the habitable parts of the earth. This disposes of the explanation that 

he meant he existed in the foreknowledge of the
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Creator, by the use of the sentences detailing his life on the earth and with men. 

Then again Elias and many other famous men were to actually return, and all 

the people were from time to time expecting them. Adam was held to have 

reïncarnated to carry on the work he began so badly, and Seth, Moses, and others 

were reïncarnated as different great persons of subsequent epochs. The land is 

an oriental one, and the orientals always held the doctrine of the rebirth of 

mortals. It was not always referred to in respect to the common man who died 

and was reborn, but came up prominently when the names of great prophets, 

seers and legislators were mentioned. If readers will consult any well educated 

Jew who is not “reformed,” they will gain much information on this national 

doctrine. 

Coming now to the time of Jesus, all the foregoing has a bearing on what he 

said. And, of course, if what he said does not agree with the view of the church, 

then the church view must be given up or we will be guilty of doubting the 

wisdom of Jesus and his ability to conduct a great movement. This, indeed, is 

the real position of the church, for it has promulgated dogmas and condemned 

doctrines wholly without any authority, and some that Jesus held himself it has 

put its anathema upon. 

When there was brought into the presence of Jesus a man who was born blind, 

the disciples naturally wondered why he had thus been punished by the 

Almighty, and asked Jesus whether the man was thus born blind for some sin 

he had committed, or one done by his parents. The question was put by them 

with the doctrine of reïncarnation fully accepted, for it is obvious the man must 

have lived before, in their estimation, in order to have done sin for which he was 

then punished. Now if the doctrine was wrong and pernicious, as the church has 

declared it to be by anathematizing it, Jesus must have known it to be wrong, 

and then was the time for him to deny the whole theory and explode it, as well 

as definitely putting his seal of condemnation upon it for all time. Yet he did not 

do so; he waived it then and said the blindness was for other reasons in that case. 

It was not a denial of it.  
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But again when John the Baptist, who had, so to say, ordained Jesus to his 

ministry, was killed by the ruler of the country, the news was brought to Jesus, 

and he then definitely affirmed the doctrine of reïncarnation. Hence his waiving 

the matter in the case of the blind man is said to have been no refusal to credit 

the theory. Jesus affirmed the doctrine, and also affirmed the old ideas in 

relation to the return to earth of the prophets by saying that the ruler had killed 

John not knowing that he, John, was Elias “who was for to come.” 

On another occasion the same subject arose between Jesus and the disciples 

when they were talking about the coming of a messenger before Jesus himself. 

The disciples did not understand, and said that Elias was to come first as the 

messenger, and Jesus distinctly replied that Elias had come already in the person 

called John the Baptist. This time, if any, was the time for Jesus to condemn the 

doctrine, but, on the contrary, he boldly asserts it and teaches it, or rather shows 

its application to certain individuals, as was most interesting and instructive for 

the disciples who had not enough insight to be able to tell who any man was in 

his real immortal nature. But Jesus, being a seer, could look into the past and 

tell them just what historical character any one had been. And so he gave them 

details about John, and we must suppose more particulars were gone into than 

have come down to us in the writings naturally incomplete and confessed to be 

but a partial narrative of the doings and sayings of Jesus. 

It must now be evident that there is a diametrical disagreement between the 

church and Jesus. The church has cursed the doctrine he taught. Which is right? 

The true believer in Jesus must reply that Jesus is; the church will say it is right 

by acting on that line. For if the doctrine be taught, then all men are put on an 

equal basis, and hence the power of the human rulers of heaven and earth is at 

once weakened. Such an important doctrine as this is one that Jesus could not 

afford to pass over. And if it is wrong, then it was his duty to condemn it: indeed, 

we must suppose that he would have done so were it not entirely  
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right. And as he went further, even to the extent of affirming it, then it stands 

with his seal of approval for all time. 

John the Revealer believed it of course, and so in his book we find the verse 

saying that the voice of the Almighty declared that the man who overcame 

should “go out no more” from heaven. This is mere rhetoric if reïncarnation be 

denied; it is quite plain as a doctrine if we construe it to mean that the man who 

by constant struggle and many lives at last overcomes the delusions of matter 

will have no need to go out into life any more, but from that time will be a pillar, 

what the Theosophist knows as “Dhyan Chohan” forevermore. And this is 

exactly the old and oriental doctrine on the point. 

St. Paul also gives the theory of reïncarnation in his epistles where he refers 

to the cases of Jacob and Esau, saying that the Lord loved the one and hated the 

other before they were born. It is obvious that the Lord cannot love or hate a 

non-existing thing, and that this means that Jacob and Esau had been in their 

former lives respectively good and bad and therefore the Lord—or Karma—

loved the one and hated the other before their birth as the men known as Jacob 

and Esau. And Paul was here speaking of the same event that the older prophet 

Malachi spoke of in strict adherence to the prevalent idea. Following Paul and 

the disciples came the early fathers of the church and many of them taught the 

same. Origen was the greatest of them. He gave the doctrine specifically, and it 

was because of the influence of his ideas that the Council of Constantinople 500 

years after Jesus saw fit to condemn the whole thing as pernicious. This 

condemnation worked because the fathers were ignorant men, most of them 

Gentiles who did not care for old doctrines and, indeed, hated them. So it fell 

out of the public teaching and was at last lost to the Western world. But it must 

revive, for it is one of the founder’s own beliefs, and as it gives a permanent and 

forceful basis for ethics it is really the most important of all the Theosophical 

doctrines.  

 

 

 

 

———



 

 

Christian Fathers on Reincarnation 

 
UR brother George R. S. Mead, the General Secretary of the European 

Section T. S., has held that whether or not Origen, the greatest of the 

Fathers, believed in reincarnation, the Christian Church never formally 

anathematized the doctrine. If this position is sound there will yet be an 

opportunity for the Roman Church to declare the doctrine by holding that the 

anathema pronounced was against a species of incarnation or of 

metempsychosis not very clearly defined except as a preëxistence of the soul as 

opposed to a special creation for each new body. This declaration can only be 

made by placing the future lives of the soul on some other planet after leaving 

this one. That would be reïncarnation, but not as we understand it. 

The issue of Lucifer for February has valuable contributions under “Notes 

and Queries” on this subject, and from that I extract something. Beausobre says: 

“It is a very ancient and general belief that souls are pure and heavenly 

substances which exist before their bodies and come down from heaven to 

clothe and animate them. . . I only quote it to show that his nation (Jews) 

believed for a long time back in the preëxistence of souls. . . All the most learned 

Greek fathers held this opinion, and a considerable portion of the Latin fathers 

followed them herein. . It has been held by several Christian philosophers. It 

was received into the Church until the fourth century without being obnoxious 

to the charge of heresy.” 

Beausobre, however, calls the belief an “error”. It would be interesting to 

know whether it is not the fact that at about the fourth century the monks and 

bishops were ignorant men who would be more likely to take up a narrow dogma 

necessary for preservation of their power than to hold the broader and grander 

one of preëxistence. Origen died about A.D. 254. He was so great and learned 

that even in his lifetime other men forged his name to their own writings. But 

while he was still living uneducated monks
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were flocking into the ranks of the priesthood. They obtained enough strength 

to compel Jerome to turn against Origen, although previously holding similar 

views. It was not learning, then, nor spiritual knowledge that brought about the 

subsequent condemnation of Origen, but rather bigotry and unspiritual 

ignorance. Origen distinctly held as a fundamental idea “the original and 

indestructible unity of God and all spiritual essences.” This is precisely the 

doctrine of the Isovasya Upanishad, which says: 

“When to a man who understands, the Self has become all things, what 

sorrow, what trouble can there be to him who once beheld that unity?” 

Franck’s Kabale is referred to in these answers as saying that Origen taught 

transmigration as a necessary doctrine for the explaining of the vicissitudes of 

life and the inequalities of birth. But the next quotation throws doubt again into 

the question, closing, however, thus: 

“When the soul comes into the world it leaves the body which had been 

necessary to it in the mother’s womb, it leaves, I repeat, the body which covered 

it and puts on another body fit for the life we lead on earth. . . But as we do not 

believe in metempsychosis, nor that the soul can ever he debased so as to enter 

into the bodies of brute animals.” 

There are several ways of looking at this. It may be charged that someone 

interpolated the italicized words; or that Origen was referring to transmigrating 

back to animals; or, lastly, that he and his learned friends had a theory about 

incarnation and reïncarnation not clearly given. My opinion is that he wrote as 

above simply as to retrograde rebirth, and that he held the very identical doctrine 

as to reincarnation found in Isis Unveiled, and which caused it to be charged 

that H. P. B. did not know or teach reïncarnation in 1877. Of course I cannot 

produce a quotation. But how could such a voluminous writer and deep thinker 

as Origen hold to the doctrine of unity with God, of the final restoration of all 

souls to pristine purity, and of pre-existence, without also having a reïncarnation 

doctrine? There are many indications and statements that there was an esoteric 

teaching on these subjects, just as it is evident  
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that Jesus had his private teaching for the select disciples. For that reason Origen 

might teach preëxistence but hold back the other. He says, according to Franck, 

that the question was not of metempsychosis according to Plato, “but of an 

entirely different theory which is of a far more elevated nature.” It might have 

been this. 

The soul, considered as spirit and not animal soul, is pure, of the essence of 

God and desirous of immortality through a person; the person may fail and not 

be united to the soul; another and another person is selected; each one, if a 

failure in respect to union with the Self, passes into the sum of experience; but 

finally a personal birth is found wherein all former experiences are united and 

union gained. From thenceforward there is no more falling back, for immortality 

through a person has been attained. Prior to this great event the soul existed, and 

hence the doctrine of preëxistence. For all of the personal births the soul was 

the God, the Higher Self of each, the luminous one, the Augœides; existing thus 

from all time, it might be the cause of rebirths but not itself be reïncarnated, as 

it merely overshadowed each birth without being wholly in the flesh. Such a 

doctrine, extremely mystical, and providing for each a personal God with a great 

possibility held out through reunion, could well be called by Origen “a different 

theory” from metempsychosis and “of more elevated character”. 

When once more the modern Christian Church admits that its founders 

believed in preëxistence and that Jesus did not condemn reïncarnation, a long 

step will have been taken toward uprooting many intolerant and illogical 

doctrines now held. 
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